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Each year, our holding company holds its strategic management offsite in the conference room of a

casino somewhere. At the end of each hard day of strategic thought, most managers end up hitting

the tables and trying their luck on various games. Some ultimately do better than others. The lesson

in this exercise is that while luck is important in gaming, it leaves much to be desired in the field of

risk management. Those who don't play the odds are relying on luck; and luck will sooner or later run

out. While probabilities and statistics are often overlooked in daily operations, they should be the

lifeblood of any financial institution. What is the probability of any given loan defaulting over its life? If

your portfolio approaches the average, it can be as high as 3.8%. Like Vegas, if you don't know the

odds you might get lucky for awhile, but you will not remain lucky for ever. Consider the banker

walking up to the craps table for the first time. They take the two dice and attempt to roll a 7. If they

roll it on the first try, they got lucky. However, by rolling the dice 10k times, it is a foregone conclusion

that they will roll a 7 approximately 16.7% of the time. For those bankers armed with proper data and

proper modeling, luck becomes an item for rabbits. This same concept is behind value-at-risk

methodology becoming popular with many banks. By looking at the historical or expected prices of

loans and securities, potential future valuations can be modeled. Running the model 10k times

delivers a range of possible outcomes and increases the level of certainty. The higher quality the

data, the better the model results will be. Operating without proper data or models and running on

hunches leaves an institution more reliant on luck than they probably would like to be. What senior

manager wouldn't like analysis completed that provides a definite conclusion to a problem,

particularly with some degree of certainty. The ultimate goal of risk management is to facilitate a

consistent implementation of both risk and business policy. In so doing, managers often place more

value on rewards, since earnings are tangible and known, than on risk (which represents something

intangible and uncertain). By collecting and quantifying data on processes such as credit

impairments, liability performance, security values and operational failures, the first steps can be

taken to make the intangible, tangible. As casinos know, people who feel lucky can win large amounts

of money. However, the longer they stay in the casino and the more they play, the more likely they

are to eventually give it all back. Those who analyze the risk before walking into the casino (and read

the odds on the payout signs) know that the best games to play are usually craps, blackjack and

video poker. Those who don't do this analysis usually rely on luck to carry them through and may end

up playing keno (usually the worst odds in the casino). Luck is important, but risk analysis and

quantification is better.

BANK NEWS

Acquisition

Wells Fargo will acquire Washington Mutual's $140B portfolio of government mortgage servicing. The

move adds 1.3mm servicing customers to Wells, while giving WAMU an undisclosed amount of cash

and allowing it to focus on more profitable business lines.

Acquisition

Prosperity Bancshares ($3.6B, TX) will acquire Texas United Bancshares ($1.6B, TX) for $357mm, or

about 1.93x book.
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Significant Growth

In the 12 month period ended 3/31/06, credit unions have increased business loans by 29% and now

hold a total of $16.7B. Meanwhile, the total number of credit unions offering business loan programs

increased to 880 nationwide (10% of all credit unions), a 13% increase over the same period of time.

Increased Competition

Independent banks should take note that National City Bank ($148B, OH) released its 2Q financials

and reported what appears to be a 30% increase in small business lending since the end of 2005.

Meanwhile, KeyCorp ($89B, OH) indicated in its 2Q financials that it plans on opening 50 new

branches per year, primarily in Rocky Mountain and Northwest states. In addition, the company said

growth in its commercial loan group was a primary driver boosting net income.

Restructured

Southern Community Financial ($1.4B, NC) recently announced it will sell roughly $88mm of

securities, shrinking the investment portfolio by approximately 30% and take about a $2.7mm loss as

a result. The company will use the proceeds to eliminate under performing investments, improve NIM

and mitigate interest rate risk exposure.
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